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Let k be an algebraically closed field and A be a basic finite-dimensional k-
algebra of the form A = kQ/I, where Q is a quiver (= finiteoriented graph) and /
is an admissible ideal of the path algebra kQ, see [3]. In this work we assume
that Q has no oriented cycles.
Let mod, denote the category of finitedimensional left A-modules. For each
indecomposable non-projectiveA-module X, the Auslander-Reiten translateTAX
is an indecomposable non-injectivemodule. The Auslander-Reiten quiver TA has
as vertices representatives of the isoclasses of the finite dimensional
indecomposable A-moduIes, there are as many arrows from X to Y as
dimkradA(X,Y)/ra.d2A(X,Y). In thispaper we do not distinguishbetween a module
and its corresponding Isoclass. A connected component 2P of TA is postprojective
if 2P has no oriented cycles and each module X in SP has only finitely many
predecessors in the path order of 2P. Several important classes of algebras have
postprojective components: hereditary algebras [3, 6], algebras satisfying the
separation condition [1,2], tiltedalgebras [8].
The aim of this work is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence of postprojective components in TA .In section 1 we give an algorithmic
procedure to decide the existence of postprojective components. In section 2 we
consider a one-point extension algebra A = B[M] such that all indecomposable
direct summands of M belong to postprojective components of FB, then we give
conditions that assure that the projective A-module P with rad P = M lies in a
postprojective component of TA .In section 3 we consider some special cases. We
recall that once identified a postprojective component 2^ of TA , the modules on 2P
may be constructed using the knitting procedure [3]. In [5], an algorithmic
procedure which makes essential use of the knitting procedure is given to
construct all the postprojective components of T,.
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1. Existence of postprojective components.
1.1. Let A = kQ/I be a finitedimensional ^-algebra such that the quiver Q has
no oriented cycles. We may consider A as a ^-category with objects the set of
vertices Qo of Q and morphisms from x,yeQ0 the space A(x,y) = eyAex, where
ex denotes the trivialpath at the vertex x. For two vertices x,yeQ0 we write
y < x if there is a path from y to x in Q.
Let x e Qo, we denote by Ax the full subcategory of A whose vertices are
those ytQQ with y£x. Observe that the quiver Qx of A* is a convex (= path
closed) subquiver of Q. The indecomposable projective A-module Px =Aex has
radical rad Px which is an A ■"-module. We denote by rad Px=@?±lR* the
indecomposable decomposition of rad P .
1.2. A path in mod^ is a sequence (XO,--,XX) of (isomorphisms classes of)
indecomposable A-modules XnO<i<s, such that there is a map O^/je
HomA(Xj,Xi+l) which is not an isomorphism, 0<i<$-l. In this case we write
Xo < Xx and we say that Xo is a.predecessor of Xx. If s = I and Xo = Xx we say
that the path (XO,---,XX) is a cycle.
Following [4] we say thata module M is directing in modA provided there do
not exist indecomposable direct summands M, and M, of M and an
indecomposable non-projective module X such that M, < tX and X< M2. It is
shown in [4] that an indecomposable module X is directingif and only if there are
no cycles (X0,--,Xy) with Xo =X = XX. The following result will be important in
our work.
THEOREM [4, 7]. Let xgQq. Then Px is directing in mod^ if and only if rad
Px is directing in mod^ .
Moreover, ifx is a source, then Px is directing in modA if and only if rad Px
is directing in mod
>
.
1.3. We state our main result which provides an algorithmic criterion for the
existence of postprojective components.
THEOREM. Let.A = kO/I be a finitedimensional k-algebra such that Q has no
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oriented cycles. Then TA has a postprojective component if and only if for each
vertex xeQ0 one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(Ix) there is a postprojective component SP of TA, such that R* £2? for every
l<i<nx;
(2x)for each ＼<i<nx the set of predecessors {Y&YA< :Y<R*} of R* in
mod^.t is finiteand formed by directing modules. Moreover, ifx is a source, then
rad Px is directing in modA.,.
We prove the theorem in (1.5) after some preparation. In (1.8) we give some
examples.
1.4. LEMMA. Assume that all xeQ0 the condition (2x) is satisfied,then TA
has a postproiective component.
PROOF: We claim that for every x e QQ the following condition is satisfied:
(3x): for each l</<≪r, the set of predecessors {Xe FA : X< R-] of R* in
mod4 is finiteand formed by directing modules.
Indeed, let X be a predecessor of R* in FA and assume that X is not an Ax-
module. We may assume thatx is minimal with thisproperty in the path order of
Q. Then there exists a vertex y<x in Q such that X(y)^0. Therefore in mod,4
we get
Py < X < R* < Px < Px.
Since (2y) is satisfied,then by (1.2) y is not a source in Q. Let z be a proper
predecessor of y in Q. Therefore, Py is a non-directing predecessor of some Rj.
By (2z), Py is not an Az-module, contradicting the minimality of x.
Then we are in position to repeat the argument given in [2, theorem (2.5)] to
prove the existence of a postprojective component. For the sake of completeness
we sketch the argument. We construct inductively full subquivers Cn of TA
satisfying:
i) Cn is finite,connected, contains no oriented cycle and is closed under
predecessors.
ii) r;'Q U C,,cC,,+l.
Then ＼JCn forms the wanted postprojective component.
n
Set C0={S] where S is a simple projective A-module. Assume Cn to be
defined and let M,,---,M be the modules in C with tT'M. £C . We may assume
that Mj <M. implies i<j. If t = 0, set Cn+i=Cn. Otherwise we define full
subquivers D,(0 <i<t) of FA satisfying Do = C,,,DiU {r~AlMi+l}c Di+
(i)imposed on D-. Then D , = C, will satis
n Dj AlMi+ } ,.+1and condition
fy conditions (i) and (ii).
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Indeed, assume Di is well defined. Take the almost splitsequence 0―≫M/+1
―≫X―＼x~AMM ―≫0and define D;+1 as the full subquiver of FA with vertices Dt
and all predecessors of x"AMM. It is enough to show that for each
indecomposable direct summand F of X, the set of predecessors {ZeTA:Z<Y}
is finiteand formed by directing modules. If Y is not projective, then TAYeCn
whence Y belongs to Dj and we are done. If Y = Pv is projective, then (3y) is
satisfied.By (1.2), we get the result. □
1.5. Proof of the theorem. Let 2? be a postprojective component of TA.
Let xeQ0. If the projective module Px belongs to 3＼ then (2x) is satisfied.
Assume that P^ty. We show that 2P is formed by A*-modules. Let XG& and
assume X(y)^0 for some y<x in Q. Then PX <Py < X in mod ,4, which implies
Pxe^P, a contradiction.Hence & is a postprojectivecomponent in
Rf £$> for 1 </<nx, thatis(Ix) is satisfied.
r
(
and
A
Conversely, assume that for each x eQ0, one of the conditions (Ix) or (2x) is
satisfied.If for every x e Qo, (2x) is satisfiedthen (1.4) implies the result.
Assume that for xeQ0, (2x) is not satisfied.Choose a minimal such x in the
path order in Q. By hypothesis (Ix) is satisfied,that is, there is a postprojective
component <3>of F^, such that R* £2? for every l</<nr. We shall prove that 2?
is a component of F^. For this purpose itis enough to show that x is a source in
Q.
Assume y<x is a source in Q and y^x. The minimality of x implies that
(2y) is satisfied.We will show that(2x) is also satisfiedwhich yields the wanted
contradiction. Indeed, let X be a predecessor of R* in mod^. Then
X< R- < Px <PY, implies that X is a predecessor of Ry. for some l<j<ny.
Moreover, since Pv is directing in mod^, then X is an Av-module. Thus
{X e FA : X < R*} is finite and formed by directing modules. Our theorem is
proved D
1.6. COROLLARY. Let A = kQ/I be as above and assume Q is connected.
Then allindecomposable projective modules belong to a postprojective component
if and only if for every x eQa the condition (2x) is satisfied.
PROOF. The "only if" direction is clear. For the converse, assume that for
every xeQQ, the condition (2x) is satisfied. By the theorem there is a
postprojective component 2P of TA. Clearly we may assume that Q is connected
(otherwise we take a postprojective component for each maximal connected full
subcategory of A). Let x0 be a sink in Q such that the projective P <=9＼ Let
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xeQQ and fix a walk xo-^-x] ■■■-^-xs=x in Q (that is, each at is an arrow
in Q with some orientation). By induction, we may assume that Px eSP. If
x..,-^x., then P is a predecessor of P.. and FeS?. Thus, assume that
■Vv-I X '
jcv-^ jfv_,.Then there is a morphism /: /* ―> rad Fv. Since (2x) is satisfied, then /
is a linear combination of compositions of finitely many irreductible maps. Hence
Rf g SP for some 1 < i < nx. Thus Px e S? and we are done.
1.7. Examples. Consider the algebra A = kQ/I given by the quiver
2
□
and the ideal / = (≪,/?,―OC2P2)･ The quiver TA has no postprojective component
but for every proper full convex subcategory B of A, the quiver FB has a
postprojective component. Consider for example A as the one-point extension A =
B[M] where B = A/Ae7 and M = radP7. Then B is an hereditary algebra and
M = M,
c P6 where P6 is a postprojective fi-module
and M, is a regular B-
module. Therefore M is not directing and both conditions (Ix) and (2x) are not
satisfiedfor x = 7.
It is also interesting to consider A =C[N] where C-AIAe2 and 7V = rad/>2.
Then Tc has a postprojective component SP and N = Pl is an indecomposable
module in 2P.In this case the projective C-module P7 belongs to 2?. In section 2
we will consider more carefully thiskind of situation.
Finally, we observe thatin our example for every convex subcategory B of A
(including B = A), the Auslander-Reiten quiver TB has a preinjective component.
1.8. Let A = kQ/I be an algebra as above. Let xeQ0 and consider the
connected components ()*,･･■■>()*of the quiver Qx associated with the algebra
A*. Recall that the vertex x is said to be separating if for each l<j<sf the
quiver Q* contains the support of at most one Rxl{＼<i<nx)＼ thus sx>nx. The
algebra A satisfiesthe separation condition if all x e Qo are separating, see [1,2].
Observe that with A also Ax satisfiesthe seoaration condition.
COROLLARY [2]. // A satisfies the separation condition, then
nostnrniertive romnonent.
r. has a
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Proof. Let x&Qa. Consider Ax = Ax II･･･IIA,f where Ax is the full convex
subalgebra of A with connected quiver Qx .Since also Ax satisfiesthe separation
condition, by induction hypothesis, the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Ax has a
postprojective component 2?. . For each l</<nr, we may assume that Rx is an
A'--module.
If R' e&i for some i, then R* e^,. for every ＼<j<nx. In this case (Ix) is
satisfied.Otherwise, R'e^ for all 1 <!<≪,. Then clearly (2x) is satisfied.
Hence (1.3) implies the result.
2. One-point extensions using postprojective modules.
2.1. Let A = kQ/I be a finite dimensional ^-algebra such that Q has no
oriented cycles. Let a be a source in Q and consider the quotient B = A/Aea. For
the fi-module M = radPfl, we have A = B[M]. Let 9? be a postprojective
component of FB and assume that all indecomposable direct summands of M
belong to 2P. In this section we consider the problem of when Pa belongs to a
postprojective component of T,.
We recallthatfor two A-modules X J we have rad;(X,F) = flradmA(X,Y)
We say that an irreducible map h:X-^Y in <3>is M-finite if h £rad^(X,F). An
indecomposable fi-module X e 2? is M-finite if there is a walk M(. =
X,,-21 ― Xv =X in 2? (where M(. is an indecomposable direct summand
of M) such that each ai is M-finite, l<i<s. Of course, if a map or a module is
not M-finite we say that it is M-infinite.
The following characterization is useful.
LEMMA. Let h:X-^Y be a map in modA with X and Y indecomposable
modules. Then herad^(X,Y) if and only if there are infinitely many A-modules
Ln,neN, without common direct summands and morphisms fn＼X―＼Ln,gn:
Ln->Y with gjn=h.
Proof. Assume that herad°°(X,Y). We construct the modules Ln
inductively. For n = 1, we set L,=X. Assume we have already constructed
L,,-~,Ln as in the statement. Let m be the maximal of dim;.C for C an
indecomposable direct summand of some L,.,l< / < n . By the Harada-Sai Lemma,
there is a number N(m) such that for every chain C{^>C2-^ > C, of non
isomorphisms between indecomposable modules with dim^ C,-< m +1, if s> N(m).
then the composition of the chain is zero. Since he rad^(m)(X,F), then h may be
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written as a linear combination h = YJ'i=＼hj, where ht is composition of N(m) non-
isomorphisms between indecomposable modules. Therefore each hj factorizes
through some indecomposable module Z(.with dimA.Z,-> m +1, ＼<i<r. We can
define Ln+1= 0;=lZ,.
For the converse, define inductively the finiteset of indecomposable modules
X(n) in the following way. The set XU) is formed by those indecomposable
modules which are direct summands of the module Z, where X―> Z is a source
map in the category modA. If X(n) is defined, then Xin+U is formed by those
modules in Z(1)for Z in X(n). For any n, choose an m such that the module Lm
has no direct summands in X(n). Consider the factorization h = gmfm with
fm:X-$Lm,gm:Lm->Z. Using the properties of source maps, we get that fm lies
in rad"(X,L). Hence /zeradT(XZ).
2.2. Consider the directed vector space category Hom^M,^), see [3, 6].
Denote by ＼X＼= HomA(M,X),Xe<3>. Then the full subcategory of Hom/M,^)
whose objects are those |X|*0 with Xe9＼form a poset 2PM .Indeed, |X|<|Y| in
<3>Mimplies that X<Y in 2P.
A subposet T of tyM is said to be of finite type if for each |X|e T,
dimJX|<l and Y does not contain as a full subposet one of the posets (1,1,1,1),
(2,2,2),(1,3,3),(1,2,5) or (N, 4) of Kleiner's list.
If (3iM is representation-infinite there is a infinite family of triples
Yx =(V,Y,yx :V―≫Horn B(M,Y)) where Vemodt,F is a fi-module whose
indecomposable direct summands X have |X|gS?m and yx is linear, corresponding
to indecomposable pairwise non-isomorphic A-modules. A module Xe2P is said
to be M-representation-infinite if there are infinitely many pairwise non-
isomorphic indecomposable A-modules of the form (V, Y,y : V―≫Homg(M,F))
where Ve mod. , Y is a fi-module with X as a direct summand and y is linear.
LEMMA. Let h:X-$Y be an irreduciblemap in 2P.Then h is M-infiniteif
and onlyifthefollowingtwo conditionshold
i)
ii)
X is M-representation-infinite;
there is a morphism 0 ^ g <=Hom/,(M,X) with he = 0
Proof. First assume that /jerad^(X,Y). Then there are Infinitely many A-
modules Ln =(VIJ,Zn,yiI: Vn ―>HomB(M,Z,,)), neN without common direct
summands and morphisms fn:X―> Llt,gn＼Ln―>Y with gnfn = h .Fix neJV and let
Zn = X" R Yh c Z;' be such that X and Y are not summands of Z'n.The following
diagrams commute:
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XaRYbR Z'n
= g(h7,h,*)
I
―^―> HornB(M,Zn)
Hom(M,g,,)
0 * UomB(M,Y)
with A,,g k,h"e Homg(X, Y) (1 < /< a),jU7 e A:,^' g Homfi(X,7) (1 < j < b). Without
loss of generality we may assume that V^ ^0 and (0,X,0), (0,7,0) are not direct
summands of Ln. First we show that fij=O(l<j<b). Otherwise there is some
0±v<=Vn and yn(v) = (v',v",*) with v"o *0 and Horn(M,fijo)(v'fo)*■ 0for some
_/0,a contradiction. Since h is irreducible as a fi-morphism, then a > 0, A(q^ 0 and
/i,"is a non-zero multiple of h for some 1</O<a. This shows (i). Moreover,
there is some O^oeV with yAco) = (≫',≪'≫ and 0*≪' eHomfi(M,X).
Therefore CO-h" = Horn (M,h"(co'))= 0 and condition (ii)holds.
'<)'() '() '0
For the converse, consider an infinitefamily Ln =(Vn,Zn,Yn) of pairwise non-
isomorphic indecomposable A-modules (n e N) such that X is a direct summand
of Zn. Let Zn =XcZ'n and an :X―*Zn be the canonical inclusion. Assume first
that dimJX| = l. Then for the A-morphism gn=(0,hKn):Ln―>Y where
nn: Zn ―>X is the canonical projection, we get gnon = h .This may only happen if
/?erad^(X,F). Now, assume that dimJX|>2 and take beHomB(M,X) such that
g, b are linearly independent. Then we may choose Zn = X@X,V ―k and
yn :&->Homg(M,X)2, ＼v->(hng,b) for some An^0. Again, if gn ={Q,hnn):
Ln-^Y where nn :XRX-$X is the firstcanonical projection, we get gn(Jn=h.
We are done.
□
2.3. The main resultin this sectionis the following:
THEOREM. Let A ― B[M] be a one-point extension algebra with M - rad Pa
for a source a of Q. Assume that all indecomposable direct summands of M
belong to a postprojective component 2P of TB.
If Pu belongs to a postprojective component of FA then the following
conditions hold:
a) M is directing;
b) for every irreducible map h:X^Y in 2? such that Y is M-finite, then h
is'M-finite;
c) for every indecomposable projective B-module i^.eS? which is M-finite.
the set of predecessors of Pv in TA is finiteand formed by directing modules.
Conversely, if conditions (a) and (c) hold, then Pu belongs to a postprojective
component of T,.
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Proof. Assume firstthat 2?' is a postprojective component of TA containing
Pa. Therefore M is directing.
Let Fe2? be M-finite, we show that YeR'. Indeed, consider a chain of
irreducible maps M-^―Xi-^-X2 ―XX = Y with at being M-finite. By
induction we may assume that X,_,eS?'. If XV^XV_,, then clearly Xs e 2P'. If
XS_,^XV and Xvg2P', then av erad^(X5_,,Xv), which is a contradiction.
Therefore FeSP'.
We show (b): let h: X ―>Y be an irreducible map in 3* and assume Y to be
M-finite. Then Ye<3>' and also XeR>'. Since $>'is postprojective, /*g rad~(X,F).
And (c):let Pv e$> be M-finite. Then Fv e9*' and therefore Fv has only finitely
many predecessors in TA , all of them directing.
For the converse we proceed as in (1.4) to construct a postprojective
component (3>/of TA. Indeed, we define inductively full subquivers Cn of TA
satisfying:(i) Cn is finite,connected, contains no oriented cycle and is closed
under predecessors and (ii) T~ACn U Cn cz Cn+i.
Let S be a simple projective in 2P, then set C0={5}. Assume Cn is well
defined and let Xv---,Xt be those modules in Cn with x~AxXi Cn, numbered in
such a way that i< j whenever Xi < Xj. Define Do = Cn,DM as the full subquiver
of F^ consisting of D-tand the predecessors of x~AXM and Cn+X= Dt. It is enough
to show inductively that Z> satisfiescondition (i) above. Consider the Auslander-
Reiten sequence 0 ―>XM -^ X ―>TA]Xi+i-^>0 and assume that Di satisfies(i). We
shall prove that each indecomposable direct summand Y of X has only finitely
many predecessors, all of them directing.
We first show the following: let (V,N,y :V -＼EomB(M,N)) be an
indecomposable module in Z> ,then every indecomposable direct summand N' of
A''belongs to 2P and is M-finite. We proceed by induction on the path order in D,
(which satisfies(i)).As a firstcase, assume that V = 0. If N = Py is projective,
then every direct summand R? of rad Pv belongs to 2P and is M-finite. Therefore
N ety. Moreover, since the canonical inclusion i^v ―>/V is not in md°^(R: ,N),
then N is M-finite. If N is not projective, consider the Auslander-Reiten sequence
O^T RN-^E^>N-^0 in modfi and the corresponding sequence
0-≫ TgTV―>£■―≫TV―> 0 in modA, where E-
Since the Indecomposable direct summands of belong to D. by induction
hypothesis we get that the indecomposable direct summands of E belong to 2P and
are M-finite. Hence N e.^ .Moreover, since TVis in Dt, it has only finitelymany
predecessors and therefore any irreducible map El ―>N in SP is M-finite. For the
second case, assume that V^O and take an indecomposable direct summand N'
of N. Hence Homg(M,AO*0. Suppose that AT is not in 2?, then rad;(M,7V') ^0
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and N' has infinitelymany predecessors. The same happens to (V,N,y) which
contains (0, N',0). A contradiction showing that iVeSP. In the same way N' is
M-finite.
Now we continue the main line of the proof. Let Y be an indecomposable
direct summand of X. If Y is not projective, then Y belongs to Dt and we are
done. Assume that Y is projective. Consider firstthe case Y = P(I.By (a), Pu is
directing and therefore the predecessors of Pa in mod^ are fi-modules and are
predecessors of some direct summand Mi of M = rad Pa in modg. Since every
Mj belongs to 2P,then Y=Pa has only finitelymany (all directing) predecessors.
Finally assume that Y = Py for some y*a. Let R? be a direct summand of radPy
belonging to Z>. By the claim shown above, R[ e SP and R[ is Af-finite.
Therefore P ety and it is also M-finite. By hypothesis (c), Y = Py has only
finitelymany (all directing) predecessors in TA .This finishes our proof. □
2.4. We consider again the example (1.7). With the notation introduced there
A = C[N] where Af = P] is simple projective. We sketch part of the postprojective
component & of Tr where iV lies.
AT * ･
＼ 4
The walk a5{aAa^a2ax from N to Fis formed by ^/-finiteirreducible maps,
therefore Y is JV-finite. On the other hand, dimA.Homc(Af,X) = 2 and
dimAHomc(N,y) = l, therefore by (2.2), h is not N-finite. By (2.3), P2 does not
belong to a postproiective component in TA.
3. Some quadratic conditions.
3.1. In this section we consider aeain the situation of section 2 and we find
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some necessary conditions for the existence of a postprojective component in FA
containing the projective module corresponding to the extension vertex. These
conditions are expressed bv the values of certain Quadratic forms.
Let. A
M = rad P
= B[M] be a one-point extension of the algebra B by the module
' .Let M = c-_,M,.be the indecomposable decomposition of M. Consider
the Euler form associated with B:
(dimX,dimF)fi =
£(-iy
dimA.ExtjB(X,Y)
,/=o
where dimX is the element of the Grothendieck group K0(B) corresponding to X.
See [3].
For different i,j e {1,･･･,･$■},we define the quadratic form
qfj{(o)={co,dimAf,->
B
{co,dimAfy.>
B.
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let t3*i,---,2Pw^ e thepostprojective components of TB and
assume that m>＼. Suppose that TA has a postprojective component, then there
existsa component 2?, such thatfor every two different i,j,e{l,--,s} and every
Xe$Pt with projdimBX< I, we have
Qlj(dimX)>0
PROOF. First assume that for some te[l,---,m}, there is no M. belonging to
<3>,. Take Xe9, with proj dimfiX<1, then
<dimX, dimAf,.)fl=dim, Horn
ft(X,M,.)-dim,
Ext'(X,M)
■
Since Af,.e 0> , then Extg(X,M:) = O and (dimX, dimAf.) , > 0. This shows that
qtj(dimY) > 0 for any two /,j e {1,･･･,s).
In the other case, choose t = 1. Take i,je{l,---,s} different and XeS?, with
proj dimfl X < 1. Assume that
(dimY,dimAf.)p < 0 < (dimY,dimM;.)B.
Since proj dimflX<l, this implies that Extg(X,M.) ^0 * HomB(X,My.). The
Auslander-Reitern formula gives 0 ^ DExtg(X,M,.) = HomB(M/,TgX) (see [3]).
Therefore there is a path in TB,Mi <TBX<X<Mj. By (1.2), Pa is not directing.
Let 2P be a postprojective component of F^. Since each 2?r for 1< ^ < m
contains a summand of M, then S?^ ^ . Therefore 2? is not a component of TB
Hence it contains a module FeS? with 0 ^ Y(a) = Bom A P,Y). This implies thai
P eS?. But then P should be directing, a contradiction. We are done. □
3.3. We come back to our example (1.7) now considering A - BIM] where M
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P7. Thus M = MXRM2, where
dim M. = (1,0,0,1,1,0,0) and dim M2 = (0,0,0,0,0,1,0)
in K0(B). There is a unique postprojectivecomponent SP, of FB which has the
shape
X
M2
where dim* = (6,2,2,2,3,0,1)K0(B) and clearlyproj dimBX<l.
We have
(x,dimM, )B=xl-x2-x3-x1 and(x,dimM2)B = x6-x-,.
Hence #12(dimX)= -l. The quiver FA has no postprojectivecomponent (as we
alreadyknew).
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